Introducing A nita N oyes-Sm ith
Rated one of the top Medieval Astrologers in the
world
Over 25 years study and experience
Nominated SA Business Woman of the Year in 2000
and again in 2001
Winner of 2 prestigious international awards:
International Star Award for Quality (Paris 2007)
Business Excellence Award (Paris 2009)
Writer, motivational speaker, lecturer and consultant
to over 12,000 personal clients

Introducing Robert Z oller
Undoubtedly the leading Medieval
Astrologer in the world
Considered by many to be a modern day
Nostradamus
Received worldwide acclaim and was
featured on the History Channel for
predicting the 9/11 attacks on the World
Trade Center in New York

Introducing V irginA strology.com

•

Robert Zoller and Anita Noyes-Smith are professional astrologers with
combined experience of over 60 years.

•

Having spent decades translating, interpreting and putting into practice
ancient astrological techniques, Robert Zoller and Anita Noyes-Smith
are now ready to make the ancient techniques and amazing predictive
capabilities of Medieval Astrology available on an unprecedented scale.

W hat is M edieval A strology?
Ancient art based upon doctrines traced to:
Chaldeans
Egyptians
Hellenistic Greeks
Zoastrians
Handed down by Arabic and Cabbalist
astrologers through the ages
Unrivaled in its ability to predict accurately
future events for:
Individuals
Corporations
States

W hy M edieval A strology?
Unrivaled capacity and facility to
identify the concrete realities
Applies a series of rules to a logical
and ordered universe (the same way
Physics does)
Uses good, objective and sound
judgment
Superior accuracy and prediction

Rationale for V irgin A strology.com
•

The Soul Zentre was established ten years ago with the express
intention of combining a number of holistic disciplines, offerings and
related (mind, body, soul) services within a recognisable framework.

•

Disciplines and services include medieval astrology, alternative
medicine, spiritual counselling and education, corporate training, life
coaching, yoga, massage and other body therapies.

•

The centre has proved highly successful and has been recently
recognised internationally through receipt of the BID International Star
Award for Quality (Gold award in Paris, 2007).

Rationale for V irgin A strology.com
•

The intention is now to migrate this successful business model to an
international platform through the internet.

•

This will allow collaboration with those recognised as the most
influential and knowledgeable in the fields of medieval astrology and
occult sciences.

•

The promotion of Medieval Astrology will be the primary focus of this
international drive and in time we will look to incorporate the broader
services offered by the Soul Zentre.

W hat does virginastrology.com offer?
•

Individual astrological consultations via the internet

•

Comprehensive astrological reports on all aspects of life

•

E-Learning facility for a range of courses, focusing primarily on
Medieval Astrology, but with courses ranging from the Seven Liberal Arts
to Entrepreneurial and social media.

•

Online astrological library and reference centre

•

Online shop for books, teaching aids and other astrologically
related items

A strological Consultations and Reports
Individual consultations and the following personalized products will be
on offer:
• Staff Reports (for specific staff placements)
• Business/Company Reports
• Your Child
• Your Boss
• Your Partner
• Your Life Report
• Electional Reports (choosing a date for any start up event)
• Monthly Reports
• Yearly Reports
• Spiritual Reports (connected to 2nd life)
• Dating Service with Matchmaking Services (soul mates)
• Matchmaking for Business Partnerships

Life Plan Reports
•

•

•

•

Provides an in-depth overview of one’s life as a whole, reveals the
intelligent design of the life of a nativity and the events and accidents
that make the life unique.
Identifies and addresses the concrete realities of your life, and describes
the condition of your life through an accurate and detailed delineation of
the 12 houses (astrologically speaking).
Divides your life into three thirds and gives accurate and detailed
information for the first third, second third, and last third of life on all of
the 12 areas.
Includes a separate and comprehensive analysis and future predictions
around the Ranks of Fame of a nativity, Profession, Finances, Marriage,
Children, Education, Longevity and Spiritual Life.

A bridged Reports Specific A reas of Life
•

Aimed at clients who are interested in a specific area of life only i.e.
Marriage, Career, Family Life, Children, Money or any single area
outlined
in the life report.

Conferences and Specific Courses
•

Conferences on specific topics such as Mundane Astrology, the History of
Medieval Astrology and the Medieval Times, Introduction to the Seven Liberal
Arts, Advanced Techniques of Prediction and many other very interesting and
topical subjects.

Introduction to M edieval A strology
Course
•

Robert Zoller’s Beginners course introducing the principles of Medieval
Astrology, which upon completion will give any student a basic
knowledge of the Medieval system, its sign sub-divisions and rulerships.

D iplom a Course in M edieval A strology
•

•

Robert Zoller’s Comprehensive 2 year Diploma course in Medieval
Astrology, which upon completion will give the astute student all the
tools necessary to delineate and predict concrete events in the lives
of nativities.
Some of the topics covered in the course are: Astronomy; Sabaeanism;
The Archetype; Sign Subdivisions and Rulerships; Houses; Planets;
Delineation; Longevity; Fame; Profession; Finances; Delineation and
Prediction of Marriage and Children and Physiognomy

Online Library and Reference Centre
•
•
•
•
•

Robert Zoller’s complete works and course material
Robert Zoller’s upcoming book “Fate versus Free Will”, which is expected
to spark much interest and intrigue in the esoteric fields
Comprehensive reference library of ancient texts
Shorter publications on the ancient arts and techniques are also
available, as well as translations of the works of the ancient Astrologers
Video and movie links to material relevant to astrology and mythology

Online Shop
•
•
•
•
•
•

Course material and works referenced in the library
Teaching Aids
Astrological Life Style Products
Astrological Clothing and Cosmetics
Astrological Art and Objets d’Art
Astrological Jewellery and Talismans

W hy V irginA strology.com ?
Unprecedented rise in public interest
needed expanded ability to advise clients at
short notice
Immediate access to advice with immediate
solutions to pressing problems
Access to E-library for reference/research
Access to detailed reports online
Access to astrologers online
E-learning programmes give flexible options

W hy V irginA strology.com ?
We have attracted and compiled some of the most successful and renowned
astrologers of the modern age.
We have created a digital library that contains some of the rarest and most
important works of ancient and modern history.
We are able to offer the most comprehensive range of reports, compiled
using the Medieval Astrological system, available anywhere in the modern
world.

V irginA strology.com M em bership
Limited annual memberships charged at US$ 15 per month, giving members
access to:
Personal consultation with Anita Noyes-Smith (non-members will have access
to other Virginastrology astrologers)
Members-only reports
Monthly newsletter
Special offers

